
 

'Adding Sustainable Meanings'
Established in 2015, su-re.co (Sustainability and Resilience.co) is a young 

environmental think-do-be-tank, based in Bali, Indonesia. Our vision is Becoming a 
globally admired unique organization that influences how businesses can 

have a sustainable and resilient meaning. Moreover, our mission is Adding a 
sustainable meaning to knowledge, services, products, and ourselves through 

synergy. Su-re.co believes consistency is the key to creating a resilient company 
and society.

Our organization started as a Think- Tank, 

meaning that 



we are working for a few, climate change focused projects in the form of strategic 
supports of international organisations, academic research and consulting services. 

In 2015 we were involved in two European Commission research projects 
TRANSrisk (N°642260) and Green-Win (N°64201) aimed at creating a sustainable 
future for Indonesia. As a result, we shifted to be “Gift-Makers” with the values: 

Think Sustainable, Do Sustainable and Be Sustainable

Our Gift to you is the Climate Smart coffee and cocoa called 

su-re.coffee and su-re.cocoa 
that helps to make the results of our research come to life.

�
How is su-re.coffee and su-re.cocoa Climate Smart?

For every coffee and chocolate bought,  25% of the sales will be used to provide 
biogas digesters and Climate Change field schools for coffee and cocoa farmers who 
grew them. This is how we can give a gift back to farmers. 



�
About Climate Change
According World research institute, Indonesia is the fifth largest emitter of 
greenhouse gases in the world. The biggest cause for this is land use and the 
second is energy. During the 2015 peatland fire, in that several days, Indonesian 
green house gas emission surpass European Union’s whole year worth of 



emissions. Indonesia is also one of the most vulnerable countries for climate change 
impact due to our high level of biodiversity and the 15000 ++ islands we posses.

On average the world temperature has risen up to 1 degree Celsius, we are all 
working together to prevent it from going to 1.5 degrees. So………

Let’s make a change together. 

Visit our crowdfunding page
 https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/coffee-for-biogas-energy-farmer-s-climate-
school/#/  

Contact us: info@su-re.co

Contact us: +62 8123831727
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